This is a mostly informal gathering of ukulele players of all levels and all types of ukulele, from soprano to bass. Using a shared source of tunes (*The Daily Ukulele: 365 Songs for Better Living* by Jim and Liz Beloff), participants will select songs to play and sing during each session. Participants may be asked to suggest songs for future sessions, in which case a list will be compiled and provided to everyone by e-mail.

Most classes will begin with a short instructor-led segment that will highlight specific left- or right-hand playing techniques, teach new chords or strumming/picking patterns, discuss pertinent ukulele-related topics, and answer any questions. Handouts will be provided as appropriate. The instructors may send participants occasional e-mail notices about live or online opportunities for playing sessions, workshops or performances as these arise.

The goals of the class are fun, personal enrichment, improved playing skills and the chance to meet other local ukulele players.